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Future routing for the transportation of spent nuclear fuel

will be preceded by detailed risk assessments to ensure that the

best possible route is chosen based on minimizing risks to

workers, members of the public, and the surrounding environment.

The assessment of potential alternative routes was simplified

through the use of six comparative risk factors evaluated using

detailed, route-specific data. The route and environmental

attributes varied strongly with location and were developed from

national, state, and local sources. The six comparative factors

were risk measures of incident-free transportation radiation

exposure, radiological accident population exposure,

nonradiological accidents, contamination of environmentally

sensitive areas, environmental justice for minority populations,

and environmental justice for low-income populations.
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The route data and evaluation were managed through spatial

analysis tools using a geographic information system. Following

the determination of the risk factors from route attribute data, a

total risk figure was established for each route to allow

comparison to the other routes. The route with the lowest overall

cumulative risk figure was considered the most favorable route.

The risk factors were evenly weighted and locale specific,

therefore, results for other locations may change.

An assessment of four real North-Central Florida routes

provided a sample implementation of the analysis tools and risk

factors. The assessment routes, consisting of common beginning

and end locations, included an interstate highway, a rural

highway, a mostly urban highway, and a combination interstate

highway with rural bypass.

This route comparative assessment study predicted that the

interstate highway, despite a higher population density, greater

traffic volume, and greater number of vehicular fatality

accidents, would present the lowest cumulative risk. On the

contrary, the rural highway route, characterized as having the

lowest population density, minimal vehicle traffic volume, and the

lowest percentages of minority and low-income populations,

displayed the highest cumulative risk measure. Factors

contributing to the high risk for the rural highway route included

greater route length, higher vehicular fatality accident rates per

vehicle mile traveled, and the close proximity to environmentally

sensitive areas.

XI



INTRODUCTION

With the passage of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (1982) , the

Department of Energy was tasked with the responsibility to develop

and implement a national spent nuclear fuel management system.

This waste management system was to include a spent nuclear fuel

transportation plan. In 1998, the Department of Energy will have

a legal obligation to begin accepting commercial spent nuclear

fuel from individual power reactor sites. The waste is to be

transported to either a monitored retrievable storage facility or

a permanent national repository. Many researchers agree that the

perceived future obstacles will not involve the permitting of

storage and disposal locations, but will surround transportation

concerns associated with moving the waste from the power plants to

these facilities. The principal importance behind performing a

thorough transportation routing assessment is to ensure that

health risks are minimized during incident-free transportation and

in the rare event of a transport accident.

Several methodologies exist that are capable of assessing the

risks associated with the transportation of radioactive materials.

One common risk assessment method is RADTRAN--a quantitative risk

assessment model developed by Sandia National Laboratory. This

method provides a means of performing detailed risk assessments



and consequence analyses. The U.S. Department of Transportation

found the need to develop a more practical and simplified method,

for use by state and local officials, to evaluate and identify

preferred transportation routes. The U.S. Department of

Transportation published routing guidelines that focus on the

important factors involved in a routing analysis (Research and

Special Programs Administration, 1992). The guidelines do not

provide a true risk assessment, but provide a pencil and paper

approach, capable of use by nontechnical planners, for assessing

potential transportation routes on a comparative basis only.

The basic comparative assessment approach can be greatly

refined and enhanced by using geographic information system

technology. As discussed by Ganter and Smith (1995), the

capabilities of geographic information systems combined with

current multiobjective assessment techniques are creating

interests among environmental assessment specialists and could

provide helpful tools for route analyses and decisions. When

establishing least-risk routes for the transportation of spent

nuclear fuel, time and effort should be spent investigating those

factors which differ between competing routes and can be measured

(i.e., route length, population density, and accident rates)

instead of concentrating on parameters having little or no

differences between routes or requiring complete reliance on

default values (i.e., building shielding values, cleanup levels

following an accident, and the fraction of aerosolized
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radionuclides that is respirable in an accident). However, if

routing decision makers require estimated projections of the

health consequences or risks surrounding transportation

operations, quantitative risk methods are the only solution.

The purpose of this study was to establish a digital means of

evaluating, on a comparative basis, several different types of

highway routes using risk factors derived from real route and

environmental attributes. This study applied spatial analysis

tools, integrated through a geographical information system, to

analyze route characteristics in determining risk factors. Only

the highway mode of transportation was considered for this study;

however, the developed tools and methodology could be used for

analyzing other modes, such as rail or barge, or for providing

input data for other risk assessments.

This route assessment study combined two risk measures from

Department of Transportation guidelines on selecting preferred

highway routes (Research and Special Programs Administration,

1992); two additional factors concluded as necessary in a modes

and routes study performed by the Department of Transportation

(Research and Special Programs Administration, 1993); and two new

factors addressing environmental justice issues outlined in

Executive Order 12898 (Federal Register [FR], 1994).

The six comparative factors evaluated incident-free exposure

risk, radiological accident population exposure risk,

nonradiological accident risk, environmentally sensitive areas



risk, environmental justice for minorities, and environmental

justice for low-income populations. The risk factors were used to

assess the relative risks associated with transporting spent

nuclear fuel over user-defined routes. This approach eliminated

characteristics, within a risk category, which were common to all

routes and used the remaining parameters to establish the factors

on which to base the comparison. Because one or more risk factors

can favor one route while other risk factors can favor other

routes, an overall normalized figure was established and summed

over each route to determine the preferred route.

For this study, all comparative risk factors were weighted

equally to display the relative magnitudes of risks between

routes. Once the factors were determined, decision makers could

apply weights according to local interests and concerns to

establish a preferred transportation route.

Background

Terms and Concepts

This section consists of short definitions and brief

descriptions of several key terms and concepts to provide an

overview of the subject.

Risk determination

Several conflicting opinions surround the meaning and

determination methods of risk. According to the National Research



Council (1989), risks quantify hazards by attaching the

probability of occurrence. In other words, two events may present

the same hazard (i.e., a fatal vehicular accident from traveling

on an interstate or rural highway), but present unequal risks

because the probabilities of occurrence for the two separate

events are different. Risk, in this sense, refers to the

probability of encountering a known hazard and is calculated as

the product of probability of occurrence and the hazard

consequence measure. For example, one of the risks associated

with transporting spent nuclear fuel is the risk of a

transportation accident followed by an atmospheric release of

radioactive materials (probability term) and the subsequent

internal and external population dose that results in adverse

human health effects (hazard consequences term).

Other organizations disagree on the preceding method of

determining risks associated with nuclear operations. The

International Commission on Radiological Protection (1990) argues

that the method of determining risk as the product of probability

of occurrence and resulting consequence is not appropriate when

the resulting exposure exceeds dose limits. The argument stems

from the concept that either no consequence occurs if the event

does not happen and full consequences occur if the event does

happen. Determining risks as the product of probability and

consequence suggests that a rare event with high consequences is

equivalent to a high probability event with low consequences. The



problem surrounding the reciprocity issue from the public's

standpoint can be seen by their failure to view the sum of events

which cause low numbers of fatalities as equivalent to a single

event which causes a large number of fatalities even though the

total numbers of fatalities are equivalent (e.g., the sum of

fatalities caused by automobile accidents in a region compared to

the total number of fatalities sustained in an airplane crash).

The public and scientific communities perceive risks in much

different ways. According to the National Research Council

(1989), the public views the severity of a risk according to the

hazard's ability to affect large numbers of people regardless of

how small the probability of occurrence. Several additional

factors that influence the public's perception of risk include the

unfamiliarity aspects about the risk, the uncontrollable nature of

the risk, and the involuntary subjection to the risk. Past events

influence the behavior and trust of the general public regardless

of how much effort has been made in making the operation safe.

Events such as the Three Mile Island accident, the Department of

Energy's human radiation experiments, and the toxic waste dumping

at Love Canal have permanently scarred the public's trust of

governmental operations even though many members of the public

never followed the media coverage of the events.

Another issue focuses on the recipient of risk. The

International Commission of Radiological Protection does not

support either the concept of reducing public risks in exchange



for increased occupational risks or to treat the risks to the

public and occupational workers unevenly.

The Commission recommends using a multiattribute analysis

approach to characterize collective detrimental risks. This type

of approach characterizes each attribute from the available

options and assigns a weighting according to its importance. The

individual characteristics can then be compared to assess the best

available option.

This study used a combination of the two preceding methods

for assessing and measuring risks. The six risk factors were

determined using the product of probability of occurrence and

resulting consequence. The factors could have then been weighted

according to local, state, or federal concerns and analyzed in a

multiattribute or multiobjective fashion.

Spent nuclear fuel

Spent nuclear fuel refers to the fuel assemblies no longer

useful to nuclear power plants. Although still highly

radioactive, the majority of the waste fuel has expended its

useful energy production capabilities and has been isolated from

the reactor core for longer than 10 years. The spent fuel

currently is stored at the individual nuclear power plants in

either spent fuel pools or dry cask storage areas. During

transport, the waste is in the form of fuel assemblies contained

within a heavily shielded spent fuel cask. The Department of

Transportation classifies spent nuclear fuel as a "highway route
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controlled quantity of radioactive material" requiring specific

routing considerations (Code of Federal Regulations [CFR], 1992).

Several of the radionuclides associated with spent nuclear

fuel that are of major concern include tritium, carbon-14, nickel-

59, cobalt-60, krypton-85, strontium-90, zirconium-93, technetium-

99, ruthenium-106, cesium-134, cesium-137, cerium-144, europium-

154, plutonium-238, plutonium-239, plutonium-24 0, plutonium-241,

americium-241, americium-243, and curium-244 (Roddy, Claiborne,

Ashline, Johnson, and Rhyne, 1985) . The great attention

surrounding the transportation and disposal of spent nuclear fuel

arises from the extremely high radiation levels and, for some of

the radionuclides contained within the fuel assemblies, half-lives

extending beyond ten thousand years.

Geographic information system

A geographic information system (GIS) is a computer system,

consisting of software, hardware, and personnel, that is capable

of storing, managing, analyzing, and displaying geographically

referenced data. The GIS acts as both a data management system

and a set of available operations for analyzing the data (Star and

Estes, 1990). A GIS has been compared to a test flight simulator

in that planners and decision makers run many different scenarios

without producing irreversible effects in the same manner that

flight simulators have been programmed to mock flight situations

(Burrough, 1986).
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The information system provides a common coordinate reference

on which data, in the form of overlaying attribute layers, can be

integrated and analyzed by spatial analysis tools. The physical

characteristic data are represented by digital points, lines, and

polygons occupying a common coordinate system displayed in the

form of a digital map. Examples of the data types in this study

included points representing approximate centers of water body

locations, lines denoting roadway infrastructure or roadway

attribute positioning, and polygons designating census block group

regions.

Benefits associated with geographic information systems are

quickly realized by their ability to integrate extensive data sets

from universal sources together with customized, locally designed,

user interfaces. Much of the data analyzed in this study were

developed, managed, and distributed by state and federal agencies

for use by the general public. The incentive to use common data

sets is obvious when considering the enormous expenses required to

generate and manage the data sets. Additionally, the trading of

data, projects, and programs between users with similar needs

prevents duplicating the efforts of other parties (Ganter, 1995).

This study utilized spatial analysis tools developed through

program scripts written in the Avenue™ language running under

ArcView 2.1, a common affordable GIS software.
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Environmental justice

As a result of Executive Order 12898 (59 FR 32, 1994), which

pertains to environmental justice issues, the Department of Energy

is now required to identify and address disproportionately high

and adverse human health or environmental effects of its programs,

policies, and activities on low-income and minority populations.

The Executive Order also directed the development of a Federal

Working Group, administered by the Environmental Protection

Agency, to provide guidance and strategies to federal agencies in

meeting the requirements.

Congressional hearings for the Amendments to the Solid Waste

Disposal Act concluded environmental justice assessments should be

based on minority or low-income percentage comparisons between the

effected population and the national or state averages (U.S.

Congress, 1994) .

Because this study consisted of route comparisons and not

mode alternatives, both the environmental justice for minority and

low-income population risk factors were assessed on competing

routes in a comparative manner. The procedure used minority and

low-income percentages as a measure of risk consequence and

multiplied them by the corresponding accident probability to

establish the risk factors. This study utilized U.S. Census

Bureau (1992) block group figures in the development of both the

low-income and minority population risk factors.
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Federal Regulatory Requirements

The transportation of spent nuclear fuel is regulated through

a Memorandum of Understanding by both the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission and the Department of Transportation. The objectives

of these regulations are to ensure that radioactive waste is

transported safely and in such a manner that health risks are

minimized. The regulations set forth by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission mainly address the transport package integrity and

specifications, while the Department of Transportation's

regulations focus on transport safety issues.

According to Department of Transportation regulations

outlined in 49 CPR 177.825 (1992), the transport of spent nuclear

fuel can occur only over preferred routes. A preferred route is

defined as either an interstate highway system for which an

alternative route is not designated or an alternative route as

determined by a state routing agency. Planners must select

preferred transportation routes based on shortest transit times.

The regulations allow the use of interstate bypasses around cities

in place of the interstate system through the city. In any case,

if a state routing agency has not designated an alternative route,

the transport of spent nuclear fuel must occur over the interstate

system.

The appointment of an alternative route must be a) preceded

by a routing analysis that adequately considers the overall risk
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to the public, b) planned in consultation with affected local

jurisdictions and neighboring, states, and c) approved by the

Hazardous Materials Safety, Research and Special Programs

Administration.

Additionally, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulates the

risks to workers and the general public through standards and

limitations on package external radiation dose rates, transport

vehicle lateral surface dose rates, and dose rates received by the

shipment crew (10 CFR 71.47, 1993).

Radioactive Waste Transport Litigation

Shipments of radioactive wastes have been delayed and even

halted following rulings on insufficient environmental

assessments. An example can be seen in the order and judgment by

the District Court for the District of Columbia (1991) on a civil

action lawsuit against the U.S. Department of Energy. The

judgment prohibited the Department of Energy from importing

nuclear fuel rods from Taiwan until the Department had filed an

adequate environmental impact statement or had completed a

satisfactory environmental assessment. Even after the performance

of environmental assessments, the Department of Energy was met

with tremendous opposition from states and coastal cities that

were concerned about the import and subsequent shipments of

foreign research reactor fuel.
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In 1976, New York City essentially put an end to all

shipments of specific radioactive materials by requiring

individual transport permits (ICF Incorporated, 1992). That

action prompted the Department of Transportation to promulgate

routing standards and to establish the concept of transporting

"highway route controlled quantity shipments of radioactive

material" over preferred routes. The litigation cases surrounding

radioactive material transportation through New York City are

ongoing and span nearly 20 years.

Previous Integration of Hazardous Materials Routing and Geographic
Information Systems

Several studies have initiated the use of geographic

information systems for hazardous material transportation risk

evaluation. One study integrated meteorological, population, and

accident data with a dispersion model to assess public health

risks resulting from a release of radionuclides into the

atmosphere following a severe transportation accident (Moore,

Sandquist, and Slaughter, 1994). The program simulates an

accidental release, calculates surrounding area effects, and

produces a visual overlay grid indicating the total health risks

per kilometer of route. The program used capabilities of a

geographic information system to retrieve environmental

characteristics, grid the affected area, and display the model

results.
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A study by Lepofsky, Abkowitz, and Cheng (1993) aggregated

route attributes to determine the optimum route based on transport

efficiency and safety criteria. Some of the attributes used in

the criteria included route length, travel time, accident

likelihood, population exposure, and environmentally sensitive

areas. Results showed that selected routes reflected directly on

how the user weighted the attribute parameters. For instance, if

transit time was the major concern and population exposure the

least concern, the combination shortest route with the highest

speed would have been the selected route regardless of the

population density.

With the increasing capabilities of powerful computers, more

affordable system software, and the growing knowledge in the

field, it is immediately apparent that geographic information

systems can play a major part in analyzing and solving problems

associated with hazardous materials transportation.

Common Routing Methodologies and Considerations

Historically, the selection of hazardous material

transportation modes and routes have been based on costs,

continuity, and availability, not on public and worker safety

(Research and Special Programs Administration, 1993). Based on

costs alone, shippers and carriers usually selected the modes and

routes with the shortest transport times. Recently, new

regulations are requiring in-depth analyses into transportation
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operations. Several available guidelines and routing

methodologies for use in assessing possible routes for shipping of

spent nuclear fuel are discussed in this section.

Department of Transportation Guidelines for Selecting Preferred
Highway Routes

The Department of Transportation has published guidelines,

further referred to as DOT guidelines, for use by states and other

jurisdictions for determining preferred and alternative routes for

controlled quantity shipments of radioactive materials. The DOT

guidelines recommend the use of three primary risk factors to

establish an overall figure of merit based on normal transport

risks, public health risks from an accidental release of

radioactive materials, and economic risks following an accidental

release of radioactive materials (Research and Special Programs

Administration, 1992}.

The normal transport risk factor considers the radiation

exposure to workers and the public during normal, incident-free,

transportation operations. The radiological accident public

health risk factor accounts for the risks to the general public,

in the form of total population exposed, from an atmospheric

release of radioactive material following a severe transport

accident. The economic risk factor accounts for the

decontamination costs associated with the cleanup following a

severe transport'accident and radioactive material release. If,
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after analyzing the primary risk factors, a favorable route is not

determined, secondary risk factors can be used to establish the

preferred route. Secondary risk factors include emergency

response personnel, equipment, and times; evacuation routing and

time capabilities; location of certain facilities such as schools

and hospitals; and traffic fatalities unrelated to the radioactive

properties of the waste package.

Department of Transportation Study on the Identification of Modes
and Routes Factors

The Department of Transportation conducted a study on modes

and routes for the transportation of spent nuclear fuel in

response to the Hazardous Materials Transportation Uniform Safety

Act of 1990. The purpose of the study was to determine what

factors should be taken into consideration when selecting modes

and routes and to what extent the various factors affect public

safety (Research and Special Programs Administration, 1993).

The study concluded that three main categories of impact on

public safety should be considered when developing mode and route

assessment factors. The categories include incident-free

transportation radiological risks, potential radiological risks

resulting from the possible release of radioactive materials

following a severe transportation accident, and potential

nonradiological risks resulting from traffic accidents unrelated

to the radioactive properties of the waste package. From the
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three main categories, eight factors were identified as most

important for consideration in selecting modes and routes. The

eight factors consisted of the general population exposed,

occupational population exposed, shipment duration, accident rate,

trip length, the environment, emergency response, and the amount

of transport material (Research and Special Programs

Administration, 1993). This study considers all but two of the

above eight categories; the amount of radioactive materials would

not vary, and current emergency response logistics would not

change significantly between routes in a comparative assessment.

The economic risk factor, a primary factor in the DOT

guidelines, was excluded from the list of major factors for

consideration in routing decisions. The omission of the economic

factor stemmed from the public safety objectives which the study's

technical advisory group adopted as screening criteria for the

list of important mode and route factors.

RADTRAN Risk Assessment Program

RADTRAN is a computer code designed to quantitatively analyze

consequences and risks associated with the transportation of

radioactive material (Neuhauser and Kanipe, 1993). RADTRAN

considers the radiological consequences associated with incident-

free transportation and the radiological risks to the public if a

release of radioactive material were to occur following a severe

transportation accident. The original RADTRAN code was developed
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nearly 20 years ago by Sandia National Laboratory under contract

with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission in response to NUREG-

0170--The Final Environmental Statement on the Transportation of

Radiological Material by Air and Other Modes (U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, 1977). The code is located on a Laboratory

VAX system and is accessible via modem or the Internet.

RADTRAN uses aggregate route and environmental attributes to

calculate transportation risks. Some of the input parameters

include meteorological and atmospheric conditions, population

density, accident rate probabilities, and waste package contents.

The program utilizes the product of accident probability and

subsequent consequence to represent risks associated with

transportation operations.

Research Questions and Objectives

The primary focus of this study was geared toward answering

three research questions:

1. Can a series of comparative risk factors be developed

which represent major concerns surrounding the

transportation of spent nuclear fuel?

2. Can real route attribute data be collected, formatted,

analyzed, and assembled into the risk factors using

geographic information system and general programming

technologies?
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3. According to the comparative risk factors, are

interstate highways the lowest risk routes for the

transportation of spent nuclear fuel?

An argument can be made, based on three local issues, against

the use of the interstate highway as the preferred spent nuclear

fuel transportation route: first, local interstate highways pass

near the larger population centers in the region while some rural

routes traverse areas with sparse populations; second, a large

proportion of the regional fatality accidents occur on the

interstate highway; and third, large traffic volumes would result

in more people being exposed to the spent fuel shipment under

normal transport operations.

The primary objectives of this research included the

following:

1. Develop comparative risk factors, each a measure of

major concern, for use when assessing possible spent

nuclear fuel transportation routes.

2 . Apply the risk measures to several different types of

North-Central Florida routes using actual route

attribute data determined through a geographic

information system.

3. Evaluate the research results as they relate to the

selection of a least-risk route for the transportation

of spent nuclear fuel.
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4. Based on the comparative risk measures results, draw

conclusions about what types of routes would display

the least risk, what factors dominate the risk factor

outcomes, and any anomalies discovered in the process.

The research for this study spanned nearly three years and

consisted of course work in environmental engineering,

transportation engineering, nuclear engineering, and urban and

regional planning; route and environmental data collection from

local, state, and federal organizations and agencies; field data

collection; computer codes development and execution,- and results

analyses.



METHODS

This study utilized the spatial analysis capabilities of

ArcView™, a geographic information system software, to assess

aggregate route attribute data. The implementation of the

assessment tools was demonstrated through the determination of the

risk factors for four routes. The study focused on a nine-county

region located in North-Central Florida (Figure 1). The route

shown, Interstate-75, is the predicted preferred route for the

transportation of spent nuclear fuel from the Crystal River

Nuclear Power Plant (Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects, 1995).

The region was selected for several reasons.- first, local

and route attribute data were more readily available; second,

Interstate-75 has been considered the most likely preferred

transportation route from the Crystal River Nuclear Power Plant;

and third, local opposition has already begun surrounding possible

shipments of spent nuclear fuel through Gainesville (Seybert,

1995) . The basic methodological approach used in this study

included the following:

1. Refined and developed comparative risk factors which

represent concerns surrounding the transportation of

spent nuclear fuel.

21
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Figure 1. Nine-county assessment region containing part of
the most likely preferred interstate route for transporting
spent nuclear fuel from the Crystal River Nuclear Power Plant.
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2. Determined the data sources and subsequent risk factor

parameters needed to establish the risk factors.

3. Selected and developed several different types of

shipment routes, for which the risk measures were

applied, with common beginning and end locations.

4 . Developed customized tools and programs used in

formatting, analyzing, and aggregating route attribute

data.

5. Determined the comparative risk factors for each route,

assessed the outcome, and drew conclusions on the

findings.

6. Ran a quantitative RADTRAN analyses on the same routes

using the same route characteristics and compared the

results to the comparative assessment approach.

The software systems which this study employed to analyze the

route parameters and establish the risk factors included

geographic information system software Arc/Info®7.03 and

ArcView 2.1 operating on UNIX and PC platforms, respectively, and

the spreadsheet software Microsoft Excel® for Windows.

Comparative Risk Factors

Six route risk factors provided measures for assessing

relative risks associated with the transporting of spent nuclear

fuel over highway routes. The factors were calculated from route
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attributes which, under normal or accident transport situations,

could influence the impact on the health of workers and the

public. The transport situations that were considered include

incident-free transportation, radiological accidents involving the

spent nuclear fuel package, and accidents involving the

transportation vehicle with no consequence associated with the

radioactive properties of the waste package.

The six comparative risk factors used in this study were

assembled from DOT guidelines, conclusions from a DOT modes and

routes study, factors that should be considered following

Executive Order 12898, and personal derivation (Table 1).

Table 1. Comparative risk factors with sources.

Comparative public health
risk factors

Source of factor

1. Incident-free radiation
exposure

2. Radiological accident
population exposure

DOT: Guidelines for Selecting
Preferred Highway Routes for
Highway Route Controlled Quantity
Shipments of Radioactive Materials.

3. Nonradiological accident

4 . Environmentally sensitive
areas

DOT Draft Study: Identification of
Factors for Selecting Modes and
Routes for Shipping High-Level
Radioactive Waste and Spent Nuclear
Fuel.

Personal derivation

5. Environmental Executive Order 12898:
justification for minority Federal Actions to Address
populations Environmental Justice in Minority

Populations and Low-Income
6 . Environmental Populations.

justification for low-
income populations Personal derivation
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Incident-free radiation exposure factor

The spent nuclear fuel waste package emits low levels of

radiation during transport even though it meets all regulatory-

shielding requirements. The truck crew, occupants of surrounding

vehicles, and members of the general public all receive small

amounts of radiation exposure regardless of how low the package

dose rates are or how short a time period the truck is in the

vicinity. Spent nuclear fuel is shielded to meet Department of

Transportation and Nuclear Regulatory Commission requirements, and

the amount of radiation emitted from the waste package is minimal.

However, experts agree that even the lowest doses of radiation

exposure should be minimized to levels as low as reasonably

achievable.

The five parts of the incident-free radiation exposure factor

correspond to exposures received by persons residing along the

route, occupants of vehicles traveling in the opposite direction,

occupants of vehicles moving in the same direction, the transport

truck crew, and people at truck stops (Figure 2). The origin of

this methodology was a dose exposure model developed in a Battelle

Pacific Northwest Laboratory study by Greenborg, Brackenbush,

Murphy, Burnett, and Lewis, 1980. The study addressed the

parameters that most affected the normal radiation dose from spent

nuclear fuel shipments. An in-depth description and derivation of

the risk factor is provided in the DOT guidelines and the Battelle

Pacific Northwest Laboratory Study.
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Population density
P

Route length
L

Truck speed
V

Constant Ca

Route length
L

Truck speed
V

Route length
L

Truck speed
V

J,
Exposure to surrounding

population

(1)

Exposure
to truck

crew
(4)

Exposure to
population at truck

stops
(5)

Factor

Incident-free radiation exposure factor

(PL/V)Ci + (LT/V2)^ + (LT2/V3)C3 + 0.8L/V + 0.2L/V
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Exposure to occupants in
vehicles traveling in opposite

direction
(2)

Exposure to occupants in
vehicles traveling in same

direction
(3)

Route length
L

Average traffic count
T

Vehicle speed
V

Distance between opposing
traffic lanes

Conversion factor C2

Route length
L

Average traffic count
T

Vehicle speed
V

Vehicle separation distance
Conversion factor C3

Figure 2. Incident-free radiation exposure factor determination
method and input parameters.

Originally, the five components were expressions for

determining the cumulative exposure to the individual populations

(expressed in person-rem). Since the objective was to establish

expressions for comparing alternative routes, the dose model was

simplified by inserting parameters from a general spent nuclear

fuel shipment scenario. The assumptions would not change the
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outcome of an alternative route comparison. Several of the input

assumptions included the following:

1. Spent fuel type and age

2. Spent fuel cask type

3. Radiation levels external to the waste package

4. Distance from the roadway at which the population begins

5. Number of drivers

6. Dose rate in the truck cabin

7. Rest stop frequency and duration

8. Number and location of exposed individuals at rest stops

This factor was also simplified by the elimination of the

dose expression for the loading and unloading crews because the

exposures would exist regardless of which route was chosen.

Because of the assumptions and expression simplifications, the

final risk factor was only proportional to the normal radiation

exposure dose received by workers and the public. The risk

associated with the incident-free transportation was treated

equally among individuals and age groups. Additionally, since the

low-level radiation exposure to the population was treated as a

legitimate health risk, this risk factor was used in the context

of the linear no-threshold theory for radiation exposure health

consequences.

This risk factor was considered as one of three primary risk

factors outlined in the DOT guidelines. Later sections provide
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detailed explanations of input parameters, definitions, and

methodologies for calculating the risk factor.

Radiological accident population risk factor

Spent nuclear fuel has been transported for several decades

without a known release of radioactive materials following a

transportation accident. In the rare event of a spent nuclear

fuel transportation accident, a small probability exists that a

release of radionuclides into the environment could occur.

Regardless of how low the probability of an atmospheric release,

the potential resulting radiological consequences necessitate the

consideration of the risks to the public when analyzing potential

spent nuclear fuel transportation routes.

The radiological accident population risk factor used in this

study was outlined in the DOT guidelines. The cumulative

population exposure (measured in person-rem) normally represents

the risk consequences associated with an accidental release of

radioactive materials and would be dependent on a number of

parameters that do not vary significantly between routes. Some of

the parameters include dispersion characteristics, atmospheric

conditions, and radioactive source constituents. Because ultimate

consequences would be internal and external radiation doses to the

population, population density was used as the risk consequence

measure. The radiological accident population risk factor was

determined as the product of accident probability on the road

segment and exposed population density (Figure 3).
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Population density
0-5 miles &

5-10 miles from route

(popden)

Radiological accident population risk factor

Factor = (popden(0.5)0.75 + popden(5.10)0.25) * Acc. rate * length

Accident
rate

(Acc. rate)

Fatality accidents

Route length

Average daily traffic volume

Route length

(length)

Nonradiological accident public risk factor

Factor = Acc. rate * length

Figure 3. Radiological and non-radiological accident comparison
factors determination method and input parameters.

The population density was determined in two bands--0 to 5

miles and 5 to 10 miles from the route. The population densities

within the two bands were weighted 75 percent for the first band

and 25 percent for the second band. The weighting corresponded to

expecting 75 percent of the cumulative exposure to be received by

the population within 5 miles and approximately 100 percent of the
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exposure to the population within 10 miles. This study treated

the risks to the population following a radiological accident

equally among individuals and age groups. Again, a discussion on

individual input parameters is provided in later sections.

Non-radiological accident risk factor

Aside from the radiological risks involving transporting

spent nuclear fuel, the potential exists for vehicular accidents

involving spent nuclear fuel transport trucks. A recent study by

the U.S. Department of Energy (1995a) stated that the risk of

fatalities associated with vehicular accidents involving the

transport truck is greater than the risk of cancer caused by

radiation exposure should an accident occur. Observed through

technical roundtable discussions, many experts agree that the risk

of vehicular accident fatalities, independent of the properties of

the waste package, represent the greatest of all the risks

surrounding spent nuclear fuel transport operations. This study

combined the accident fatality risk to transport crews, occupants

of passing vehicles, and to pedestrians into one risk factor. The

nonradiological accident risks associated with general accident

fatality probabilities were determined from roadway fatality

statistics for a six-year period, provided by the Bureau of

Transportation Statistics (1993). The factor methodology is

provided in the lower half of Figure 3.
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Environmentally sensitive areas risk factor

In the event of a radiological release following an accident,

contamination of environmentally sensitive areas could have a

direct impact on public health. This study considered areas such

as lakes, rivers, reservoirs, and wetlands as sensitive

environments. Arguments have been made that other types of

environments, like agricultural and livestock areas, also could be

considered sensitive since, in the event they are contaminated, it

would lead to public exposure through the food chain. However,

proper mitigation of contaminated agricultural and livestock areas

could significantly lesson the radiological risks, and therefore,

only the sensitive hydrologic areas were considered in this study.

According to the Department of Transportation modes and

routes study (Research and Special Programs Administration, 1993),

a comprehensive route analysis based on public health protection

should consider the contamination of environmentally sensitive

areas, but the variability of the factor and the contributing

parameters warranted further investigation. The environmentally

sensitive areas risk factor in this study was defined as the

product of the percentage of the area classified as

environmentally sensitive within 10 miles of the transport route

and the accident probability for the route (Figure 4).
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Total percent of region classified as
water bodies or wetlands

(hydroPercent)

r

Environmentally sensitive areas risk factor

Factor = hydroPercent * Ace. rate * length

A

accident
rate

(Ace. rate)

<—
Fatality accidents

Route length
Average daily traffic volume

A

Route length

(length)

Figure 4. Environmentally sensitive areas risk factor
determination method and input parameters.

Environmental justification for minorities risk factor

The United States has made tremendous advances over the past

25 years toward refurbishing and protecting the environment.

Since then, a visible separation in environmental quality has

grown between communities that consist of either low-income or

minority families and those which do not. All Americans,

regardless of race, color, ethnic origin, and economic

circumstances, deserve the same clean and healthy environment.

For this reason, the president issued Executive Order 12898 (59 FR

32, 1994). .
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According to the executive order, agencies whose activities

can result in disproportionately high and adverse human health or

environmental effects must consider environmental justice issues.

The development of environmental justice strategies is being

coordinated by the Environmental Protection Agency and is geared

strongly toward community involvement in activities and the making

of governmental policy.

The transportation of spent nuclear fuel is a Department of

Energy operation which needs to consider environmental justice

issues for minority populations potentially exposed if a

significant transportation accident were to occur. Considering

the level of radiation exposure involved, the normal

transportation of spent nuclear fuel will not cause a

disproportionately high and adverse human health effects.

Therefore, this study considered environmental justice to minority

populations for transportation accident scenarios only and not for

incident-free operations. A separate risk factor was developed

for low-income populations because areas with excessive numbers of

minorities do not always coincide with areas characterized as low

income. The percentage of the population considered as

minorities, based on block group figures from the U.S. Census

Bureau (1992), was combined with the accident probability for the

roadway to establish the risk factor (Figure 5).
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Total percent of population defined
as low-income

0-10 miles from route
(povPercent)

1
Environmental justification for the low-income risk factor

Factor = povPercent * Ace. rate * length

Accident
rate

(Ace. rate)

Fatality accidents
Route length

Average daily traffic volume

Route length

(length)

Environmental justification for minorities risk factor

Factor = minPercent * Ace. rate * length

Total percent of population defined as
minorities

0-10 miles from route
(minPercent)

Figure 5. Environmental justification comparison factors
determination method and input parameters.

Environmental justification for the low-income risk factor

As with the minority risk factor discussed above,

environmental justice for low-income populations is considered for

accident situations. The percentage of the low-income population

was combined with route accident data to establish the risk

measure (Figure 5).
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Risk Factor Parameters

The selection of the best route was based on comparative risk

factors derived from route and environmental characteristics. The

individual route parameters were analyzed for four actual routes

located in North-Central Florida (Figure 6). The formatting and

assessment of the route attributes were performed using tools

developed in ArcView and assembled into the risk factors in

Microsoft Excel®. This section discusses the individual roadway

and environmental characteristics which comprise the risk factors.

Roadway Input Parameters

Route length

The route length influenced the incident-free, radiological

accident, and nonradiological accident risk factors. In general,

the longer the route length, the longer the exposure time and the

greater the incident-free transportation risk. For the risk

factors which involved transport accidents, the route length could

influence the accident probabilities. For instance, if comparison

routes exhibited the same accident rate per vehicle mile traveled

and assuming all other parameters were equal, the longer route

would have the higher accident occurrence probability and

subsequent risk (accident probability equals accident rate per

vehicle-mile multiplied by the route segment length).
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Figure 6. The four assessment routes including interstate
highway Alpha, rural highway Bravo, mostly urban highway
Charlie, and combination interstate highway with rural
bypass Delta.
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For the purpose of the analyses, the physical route length

for each roadway was determined from the length item located in

the coverage arc attribute table--a table describing

characteristic features associated with the digital coverage

within the geographic information system. Within the attribute

table, items labeled miles, begin-post, and end-post were provided

but not used to provide segment lengths because the roadways for

this study were clipped from a larger state route system and the

old items did not represent the start-to-finish lengths of the

newly clipped routes. However, the begin-post and end-post items

were later used in establishing the attribute-route link between

roadway characteristic data files and the physical routes. The

use of the old measures was possible because they still

represented the route measurement system on which the route

attribute data files were based. Further discussion on how the

dynamic segmentation and attribute-route linking was performed is

provided in later sections.

Average vehicle speed

The vehicle speed influenced the incident-free transportation

risk factor. The slower the route speed, the longer the exposure

time and the greater the incident-free transportation risk. Since

vehicle accident rates were determined using actual accident

statistics, vehicle speed was not directly considered in the

accident probability determination procedure. However, the actual

accident statistics would reflect any dependence on vehicle speed.
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For this study, it was assumed that the vehicle average speed

was equivalent to the maximum speed limit on the routes. This

assumption most likely resulted in a conservative estimate on the

interstate highways where the average speed usually exceeds the

speed limit. For urban and suburban highways, the average traffic

speed was most likely slower than the speed limit during peak

travel times and faster during off travel times.

The speed limit data was extracted from Arclnfo® compatible

data files developed from the State Roadway Characteristics

Inventory System, which manages route attribute data and is

maintained by the Florida Department of Transportation (1993).

The maximum speed data file contained pertinent information

including roadway identifier, road side, begin-post, end-post,

offset direction, and speed limit.

Table 2 shows the worksheet used for determining the average

speeds for each roadway segment on route Bravo. The roadway

speeds were determined by summing the length-weighted speeds for

each increment of roadway and then dividing the sum by the roadway

length (see Table 2).

Visually, the speed characteristics for each roadway section

were displayed in the geographic information system and were

available for both query and calculations.
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Table 2. Worksheet for determining the average speed on route

Bravo.

Roadway

29020000

29020000

29020000

29020000

29020000

29020000

29020000

29020000

31030000

31030000

31030000

31050000

31050000

34020000

34020000

34020000

34050000

34050000

34050000

34050000

34050000

34050000

34050000

34539000

36150000

36150000

36150000

36150000

36150000

36570000

36570000

36570000

36570000

36570000

36570000

29020000

31050000

34020000

34050000

34539000

36150000

36570000

Road-side Begin-post

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

Maximum

Maximum

Maximum

Maximum

Maximum

Maximum

Maximum

0.000

3.784

4.110

4.761

5.003

14.268

14.668

18.587

0.000

0.450

2.000

0.000

0.662

0.000

0.130

0.400

9.904

10.330

23.716

24.357

35.110

35.593

36.050

0.000

0.900

3 .700

5.900

7.200

16.600

2.800

3.600

4.300

6.700

7.800

9.200

speed limit

speed limit

speed limit

speed limit

speed limit

speed limit

speed limit

End-post

3 .784

4.110

4.761

5.003

14.268

14.668

18.587

18.867

0.450

2.000

2.441

0.662

18.353

0.130

0.400

7.832

10.330

23 .716

24.357

35.110

35.593

36.050

36.575

8.909

0.000

0.900

3.700

5.900

7.200

0.000

2.800

3 .600

4.300

6.700

7.800

53.5
53.4

. 54.1

53.6

55.0

49.9

51.3

Offset-dir

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

mph
mph
mph
mph
mph
mph
mph

Speed

55

45

30

45

55

45

55

45

55

45

30

45

55

30

40

55

45

55

45

55

45

30

35

55

55

45

35

45

55

55

35

45

55

45

55

Distance

3.784

0.326

0.651

0.242

9.265

0.400

3.919

0.280

0.450

1.550

0.441

0.662

17.691

0.130

0.270

7.432

0.426

13.386

0.641

10 .753

0.483

0.457

0.525

8 .909

0.900

2.800

2.200

1.300

9 .400

2.800

0.800

0.700

2.400

1.100

1.400

Weighted

208

15

20

11

510

18

216

13

25

70

13

30

973

4

11

409

19

736

29

591

22

14

18

490

50

126

77

59

517

154

28

32

. 132

50

77
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The data were linked to the roadways using the event theme

capabilities within ArcView (see Figure 7).

Average traffic count

The vehicle density, or traffic count, on the roadway was an

input parameter to the incident-free transportation exposure risk

factor as well as a component of the accident probability in the

accident risk factors. The hourly traffic counts (Figure 8) were

estimated from average daily traffic volume data collected by the

Florida Department of Transportation (1993). For this study, it

was assumed that the hourly traffic volume was equivalent to one

twenty-fourth the average daily traffic volume. Again, the

traffic volume for each roadway was spatially linked using the

event theme development capabilities within ArcView™.

Distance between opposing traffic lanes and vehicle separation
distance

The distances between opposing traffic lanes influenced the

dose received by occupants of the vehicles traveling in the

direction opposite to the transport vehicle. These distances were

determined using surface, shoulder, and median widths, all

obtained from the Florida Roadway Characteristic Inventory System

(Florida Department of Transportation, 1993). The centerline-to-

centerline distance was used to determine the conversion factor C2

of the incident-free risk factor. The C2 value represented the

integrated dose to a person located at a distance from a moving

object (Research and Special Programs Administration, 1992).
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Figure 7. Maximum speed limit on assessment routes.
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Figure 8. Average daily traffic volume on assessment
routes.
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The average separation distance between vehicles traveling in

the same direction as the transport vehicle influenced the dose

received by occupants of those vehicles. This distance was

determined by dividing the average vehicle speed by the average

traffic count. The separation distance was used in determining

the conversion factor C3, representing the dose received by

occupants in vehicles at that average distance from the transport

vehicle (Research and Special Programs Administration, 1992).

Environmental Input Parameters

Accident rates

The accident rate is a critical entity of the accident

dependent risk factors and, therefore, is extremely important in

the determination of a least risk route. A significant error in

the determination of the accident rate would propagate into

significant errors in the factors. The accident-related risk

factors, described earlier, were derived as the product of the

accident probabilities and the resulting consequences should an

accident occur. Accident probabilities are calculated by

multiplying the route segment accident rate by the corresponding

route segment length.

Accident rate measure. Ideally, accident rates based on

actual incidents involving spent nuclear fuel transportation

operations would provide the best starting estimate for release

frequency probabilities. However, accidents involving transport
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trucks have been rare and an accident involving the release of

spent nuclear fuel has never been known to occur, therefore, a

replacement rate indicative of a route accident probability is

needed. The DOT guidelines recommend using accident rates that

are as descriptive as possible but for which adequate accident

data exists. According to a study performed by ICF Incorporated

(1992), past routing studies have made the mistake of assuming

zero accident rate probabilities based on the fact that no

accidents that fit the study's criteria had occurred on assessment

route segments. Regardless of the absence of past accidents, the

probability of future ones can never be zero.

The suggested surrogate accident rate measures vary from the

descriptive with little data (hazardous material truck driver

fatality rate) to the general with numerous data (general vehicle

traffic accident rates or accident rate predictive models). Based

on the availability and quality of data, this study used the

general vehicle traffic fatality accident rate as the measure for

establishing the route accident release probability.

The vehicle fatality accident data were obtained from the

Fatality Accident Reporting System, a system managed by the Bureau

of Transportation Statistics (1993). The data consist of records

covering all vehicle fatality accidents in the United States in

six-year increments. The fatality statistics from years 1988

through 1993 were the most recent, and these were used in the

development of accident rates for the assessment routes.
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Extraction of accident data from the Fatality Accident

Reporting System. A FORTRAN program was developed to extract

pertinent information from the data records on fatality accidents

that occurred in the state of Florida and within the assessment

counties (see Appendix A). This program's output provided a

comma-delimited test file completely compatible with ArcView™

(Table 3). However, once the data files were in ArcView™,

problems arose with the development of roadway-specific accident

locator scripts because of two reasons: first, inconsistencies in

the identification of accident trafficway names were observed (see

Table 3), and second, the failure of the Fatality Accident

Reporting System to identify accident locations on the trafficway.

In Table 3, all records referred to Alachua County fatality

accidents, and all trafficway locations occurred on Interstate-75,

also identified as State Road 93. The various ways the same

trafficway was identified made it impossible to create an

automated query builder to extract the needed records from the

county fatality accident set. The only solution was to perform a

selection on the data table using the query builder tool in

ArcView and manually search the fields list for the different

ways the trafficway was identified.



Table 3. Sample data from the Fatality Accident Reporting System for part of route Alpha,
years 1988 through 1993.

State

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

County

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

M/D

1211
117

228

1001
1105
524

809

410

308

629

803

807

131

1017
1021
114

1116
311

607

316

1127
1225
924

1001

Year

93

88

88

93

90

88

93

93

93

90

88

88

93

88

88

91

88

89

90

89

92

92

92

89

Time

455

1342
1600
730

135

1923
1325
605

1720
2005
105

913

2205
1330
2115
2300
225

733

22

1935
1355
1158
2030
1605

Trafficway

175

SR 93
SR93
175

I75SR93
STATE-RD93
175

175

175

SR93
SR 93
SR93
175

STATE-RD93
STATE-RD93
175

SR 93
I75-SR93
SR 93
I75-SR93.
175

175

175

I75--SR93

Harm

1

8

42

25

34

1

23

12

12

12

12

8

42

8

24

12

12

8

8

8

12

18

8

42

Manner

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

4

4

2

0

0

0

0

4

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

RJunct

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Rroad

1

1

2

3

2

3

4

1

1

1

1

1

6

1

6

1

1

2

1

1

3

1

1

6

Flow

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Allign

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

' 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1
1

Light

2

1

1

1

3

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

2

1

2

2

1

1

2

1

Notice

456

1356
1606
736

9999
1926
1328
609

1724
2008
114

913

2210
1339
2125
2300
229

735

27

1948
9999
1200
2037
1607

Arive

459

1405
1614
749

9999
1935
1333
614

1738
2023
121

913

2223
1343
2138
2320
237

742

34

1952
9999
1218
2045
1615

Deaths

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

Day

7

1

1

6

2

3

2

7

2

6

4

1

1

2

6

2

4

7

5

5

6

6

5

1

Drink

1

0

0

0

0

• 1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

• 1

0

1

0

0

0

Note inconsistent manner by which the same trafficway was identified.
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Accident location determination. The Fatality Accident

Reporting System data files did not include the location of

accidents in respect to the roadway, only the roadway on which the

accident occurred. The problems encountered with the

establishment of accident locations were as follows:

1. The assessment routes did not always occupy entire

roadways within a county (e.g., route Charlie turned off

of US 441 and headed north on Interstate-75 even though US

441 continued west and Interstate-75 continued south).

Therefore, it could not be assumed that all accidents

occurring on a "trafficway" in a county happened on the

segments occupied by the assessment routes.

2. Many of the routes on which the accidents occurred had

multiple route names (e.g., a stretch of route Charlie is

located on US 441, also known as SR 25, also known as SR

20, and also known as 13th Street, none of which start or

end at the same location). This presented the problem of

figuring out which roadways were the same as the

assessment routes and were identified as the "trafficway"

in the data records. ...

These problems were circumvented by using other data fields

provided in fatality accident records and matching those

characteristics with known route attributes. The methodology

which lessened the effects of the above problems was as follows:
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1. Noted and logged all the roadway names for each route

segment.

2. Selected all fatality accidents from the Fatality

Accident Reporting System database which coincided with

the name of the roadways occupied by a route.

3. Eliminated fatality accidents based on other

characteristics, provided by the Fatality Accident

Reporting System, by comparing them to the known

composition of the assessment route. These

characteristics included, individually or in

combinations, route speed limits, number of lanes, and

whether or not the road was divided.

4 . In ArcView , selected the arcs which represented every

roadway which at some point coincided with the

assessment route and on which accident occurred.

5. Using the traffic volume data file, developed event

themes that determined the traffic volumes and lengths

of the added roadways.

6. Determined the accident rate for each roadway segment by

dividing the number of fatality accidents by the

vehicle-miles traveled on the roadway segment over the

time period covered by the accident data.

This method made use of several assumptions: first, fatality

accident files ,are correct concerning accident locations and
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supplemental information (this was not always the case as seen in

the identification of an accident on Interstate-95/State Road-9 in

Marion County); second, the accident rate determined for the route

segment is constant over the entire segment and high accident

locations do not exist; and third, the accidents occurred during

times when the traffic volumes were at the average. The last two

assumptions were not and will not ever be true but had to be made

if the general accident fatality probability was to be established

as the risk measure for the probability term in the risk factor.

Population density

During incident-free transportation or in the unlikely event

of a severe catastrophic accident, the health effects resulting

from the cumulative population dose would represent the risk

consequences. However, in an assessment to compare competing

routes, it is only necessary to measure the consequences in terms

of the affected population size. The population size is

determined by taking the product of population density and

exposure area. However, since the exposure area would be roughly

equivalent between accident locations, the population density was

used as the consequence term measure. Locations with higher

population densities would expect to suffer greater consequences

in terms of cumulative population dose.

The Census Bureau divided each county into geographic tracts,

block groups, and blocks, each decreasing in size, respectively.

This study used block groups from the 1990 census as the source of
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population density and other census-related data. The census

block groups were chosen instead of tracts and blocks because they

were small enough that significant differences existed between the

assessment routes yet large enough that unnecessary computations

were prevented. According to the U.S. Census Bureau (1992), the

1990 block groups generally contained between 250 and 550 housing

units.

Within the nine-county assessment region, there were 501

block groups with a minimum population of four persons, a maximum

population of 7917 persons, and a mean of 1232 persons. The

population densities within the assessment region ranged from near

zero to greater than 41 persons per acre (Figure 9).

The population count, population density, and block group

area within the assessment distance of the route were determined

using spatial analysis methods described in later sections.

Environmentally sensitive areas

In the event of a release of radioactive materials into the

environment, radionuclides could be deposited in hydrologic

regions and, subsequently, contaminate drinking water sources.

For this reason, the percentage area classified as lakes, streams,

reservoirs, wetlands, and other hydrologic bodies, according to

U.S. Geologic Survey hydrography data (1995), were used as the

consequence term of the environmentally sensitive areas risk

factor (Figure 10) .
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Figure 9. Regional population density displayed by census
block goups.
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Figure 10. Regional hydrologic data indicating areas treated
as environmentally sensitive.
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Only those hydrologic regions located within 10 miles of the

assessment routes were used in the calculation of the risk factor

for reasons similar to those concerning exposed populations. The

percentage hydrologic area was combined with the accident

probability for each roadway section to provide the comparative

risk factor.

The U.S. Geologic Survey hydrologic coverage was obtained

from the Geoplan Center, located at the University of Florida.

However, local, regional, and state hydrography digital

cartographic data also were available for 1:100,000 and 1:250,000-

scales from the U.S. Geologic Survey directly over the Internet.

Minority and low-income populations

The minority and low-income percentages were used in

conjunction with route accident probabilities to establish the

environmental justification risk factors. The risk factors'

consequence terms were based on the percentages unique to block

groups located within 10 miles of each route.

The percentage approach may or may not be the best method for

comparing environmental justice issues between routes. Future

guidance will be provided by an interagency working group or the

Department of Energy concerning the preferred method for measuring

and evaluating environmental justice issues (U.S. Department of

Energy, 1995).

Arguments can be made addressing which method--percentage or

count--indicates environmental justice measures more accurately.
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An environmental justice example which demonstrates the percentage

versus count argument includes comparing two routes, A and B, as

possible spent nuclear fuel transportation routes (no relation to

any of the routes included in this study). Route A passes through

a highly populated county with 200,000 people located within the

zone of analysis, of which 40,000, or 20 percent, are classified

as minorities. Route B passes through a sparsely populated county

with a total affected population of 20,000 people but with a

minority count of 5,000, representing 25 percent. Based on

percentages alone, route A would be more favorable with 20 percent

minorities compared to 25 percent for route B. However, based on

minority count, route B would be favored with a minority count of

5,000 compared to 40,000 minorities for route A.

The next few paragraphs provide definitions and methods for

assessment parameters used to determine the minority and low-

income consequence measures.

Definition of minority. The U.S. Census Bureau segregated

race characteristics into five classifications including White;

Black; American Indian, Eskimo, or Aleut; Asian or Pacific

Islander; and other races. Every race class other than White was

considered as a minority. The data on race were derived from a

question asked to all persons on 1990 census forms. According to

the U.S. Census Bureau (1992), the race responses were a self-

identification by the public and not based on a scientific

definition. The responders provided an answer based on the race
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with which they most closely identify themselves. In cases for

which no clear racial identity could be determined, the race of

the mother was used.

Definition of low-income. For low-income considerations,

this study used U.S. Census Bureau poverty data derived from

census questions surrounding household size, age, and income. The

Bureau provided statistical poverty thresholds based on family

income and size. For instance, the threshold poverty level for a

family of four in 1989 was $12,674. The poverty level was

established on a national basis and not adjusted for regional,

state or local fluctuations in cost of living. The census data

files, from which the poverty numbers were retrieved, separated

the above-poverty population counts from the below-poverty

population counts according to age.

Link to geographically referenced location. The minority and

low-income characteristics for the 1990 block groups (Figure 11)

were obtained from Summary Tape File Three provided by the U.S.

Census Bureau (1992). The data tables were reduced to the needed

figures, converted into a usable format, and analyzed to establish

minority and low-income percentages using Avenue script programs

developed in ArcView 2.1.
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Figure 11. Regional environmental justice characteristics
indicating areas with greater than 25 percent of the population
classified as low-income or minority.
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Assessment Routes

The four routes analyzed in this study were carefully chosen

to demonstrate the ability of the assessment tools to analyze real

route attributes and to address questions regarding what types of

routes were best suited for the transportation of spent nuclear

fuel. The routes consisted of the regulatory required interstate

highway route, Alpha; a completely rural highway route, Bravo; a

mostly urban highway route, Charlie; and a combination interstate

with rural highway bypass route, Delta (refer to Figure 6).

The routes traversed five counties including Alachua,

Columbia, Gilchrist, Levy, and Marion. All routes shared a common

beginning located 4.95 miles north of the Marion and Sumter County

lines at the intersection of Interstate-75 and County Road 484.

All routes ended south of Lake City at the intersection of

Interstate-75 and State Road 47.

Each route consisted of a series of segments for which each

risk factor was determined. The location of the segmentation

corresponded to county boundaries and changes in roadway

identification. Further segmentation was not necessary for two

reasons: first, fatality accident locations were linked only to

route names by the Fatality Accident Reporting System and not to

locations on the routes; and second, existing changes in roadways

occurred frequently enough to pick up abrupt differences in

population densities. In fact, some of the original route
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segments were combined because overlapping of polygon selections

smoothed out data differences.

The specific routes were formed from the Florida Department

of Transportation route system, which included state, federal, and

some county roads. Some roadways had more than one route name,

and some route names spanned more than one roadway (Table 4).

Table 4. Assessment routes, Department of Transportation
identification, roadway name, and county.

Route

Alpha

Bravo

Charlie

Delta

DOT roadway
identification

36210000
26260000
29180000

36570000
36150000
34539000
34050000
34020000
31030000,31050000
29020000

36570000
36010000
36030000
36001000,36030000
26010000
26020000
26260000
29180000

36210000
36070000
34010000
34040000
26030000,26020000
29030000
29180000

Roadway name and county

1-75 Marion
1-75 Alachua
1-75 Columbia

CR 484 Marion
CR 484 Marion
SR 336 Levy
SR 55, US 19,98 Levy
SR 49, US 129 Levy
SR 47 Gilchrist
SR 47 Columbia

CR 484 Marion
SR 500, SR 25, US 27,301,441 Marion
SR 200, SR 25, US 301,441 Marion
SR 25, US 301,441 Marion
SR 25, US 441 Alachua
SR 25, SR 20, US 441 Alachua
1-75 Alachua
1-75 Columbia

1-75 Marion
SR 500, US 27 Marion
SR 500, US 27 Levy
SR 45, US 27,41 Levy
SR 45, US 27,41 Alachua
SR 25, US 41,441 Columbia
1-75 Columbia
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Route Alpha

The first route considered in the study consisted of the

regulatory defined preferred route, further referred to as route

Alpha. This route was considered both as the existing preferred

route and as a reference route against which all other routes were

compared. Route Alpha was the shortest route, with a length of

83.3 miles, and was comprised entirely of Interstate-75 (see

Figure 6). In the event spent nuclear fuel is transported through

this region, route Alpha would represent the required route to be

used as the preferred route unless the State of Florida determined

an alternative route. For the past few years, the Department of

Transportation has been widening Interstate-75 within the

assessment region from a four-lane divided interstate highway to a

six-lane divided interstate highway. Because several critical

parameters for the new wider roadway were not statistically

accurate or did not exist at the time of data collection, this

study used the data from Interstate-75 before the widening. The

route contained three segments corresponding to the Interstate-75

sections in Alachua, Marion, and Columbia Counties.

Route Bravo

The second route, further referred to as route Bravo, was

selected to address questions surrounding rural highway routes.

Several attributes, which are characteristic of rural routes, made

it attractive for this study. These attributes included the low
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surrounding population densities and low route traffic volumes.

Route Bravo consisted of seven road sections, most of which were

two-lane rural county or state roads and passed through the towns

of Dunnellon, Chiefland, and Trenton located in Marion, Levy, and

Gilchrist Counties, respectively (refer to Figure 6).

Route Charlie

The third route considered was one which, theoretically,

should be the worst possible selection for the transportation of

spent nuclear fuel--a mostly urban highway. Route Charlie passed

through the cities of Ocala and Gainesville, representing the

largest population centers in the assessment region (refer to

Figure 6). This route was specifically chosen as a counter

argument to the decision to incorporate a completely rural route

in the study. Despite having a higher population density and

higher traffic volumes, one possible positive attribute was the

low transport speed in highly populated areas which should have

resulted in lower vehicular fatality accident rates per vehicle-

mile traveled. The assessment of this route was desirable to

analyze the contributions that population density and accident

rates had on the comparative risk measures. The last two segments

of route Charlie, between US 441 and the route endpoint, coincided

with part of the second and all of the last segment of route

Alpha.
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Route Delta

The fourth route analyzed in this study was route Delta, a

combination interstate highway and rural highway bypass around the

city of Gainesville (refer to Figure 6). Route Delta was chosen

to investigate the possibility of using rural highways as bypasses

around larger population centers when interstate bypasses were not

available. This route passed through the small towns of

Williston, Archer, Newberry, and High Springs while bypassing

Gainesville. The beginning and the end segments of route Delta

coincided with the beginning and end segments of route Alpha.

Analysis Tools and Methods

This study utilized the capabilities of a geographic

information system to format data, develop the digital assessment

routes, link route attributes to the individual routes, spatially

select the attribute polygons that are of interest, and calculate

the necessary risk factor input parameters. The procedures and

methodologies in which the information system performed these

tasks are discussed in this section.

Procedure for Formatting the Environmental Justice Assessment Data

This study's raw attribute data was practically always in

some format other than what was needed to establish the risk

factors. A reformatting process of original data was necessary to

analyze the parameters in a geographic information system. This

section provides a summarized procedure of the reformatting
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process required on the U.S. Census Bureau minority-

characteristics data for Alachua County. The procedure for

formatting the low-income data for the other assessment counties

was similar but with small changes in Census Bureau input files,

county of interest, and table query expressions. See Figure 12

for a diagram of the process and Figures 13 and 14 for table

characteristics.

1. From the U.S. Census Bureau's Summary Tape File 3, add

the DBASE file containing the first 13 data forms for

Alachua through Lee Counties to ArcView™. This file

contains a number of census subjects, including persons

in region, sex, race, and age. Data is referenced by

census tracts, block groups, and blocks. (STF301a.dbf)

2. Using the Table query builder, select the records by

county number which contain data for the assessment

region, in this case, Alachua, Citrus, Columbia, and

Gilchrist Counties.

3. Export this file and rename it to preserve the original

Summary DBASE file and for future use in extracting other

county data, (raceag.dbf)

4. From the Environmental Justice Conversions menu, select

the "County Block Groups from Census Files" command. In

the message box which appears on the screen, select the

county of interest (Alachua). This script, provided in
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Appendix B, selects the county and corresponding block

group records and excludes other counties and nonblock

group data.

5. Export the selected records to a new file which will be

linked to a spatially referenced block group data source,

(alrace.dbf)

6. Again, from the Environmental Justice Conversions menu,

select the "Convert Race. Number Fields to Names" command.

This script, also provided in Appendix B, makes

unnecessary fields invisible and converts the Census

Bureau referenced race fields to the corresponding named

race fields in the virtual table.

7. From the Table Cleanup menu, select the "Remove Inactive

Fields" command to permanently remove those fields which

were earlier rendered invisible. This process of

removing unnecessary data fields greatly reduces the

processing times of the calculation scripts.

8. Return to the Environmental Justice Conversions menu and

select the "Track and Block to BLKGRP90 Format" item.

This script, also provided in Appendix B, combines the

values from the tract block numbering area field

(Tractbna) with the block group field (blckgr) to provide

a new field labeled "BLKGRP90". The block group 90

number is important because it provides the link between

the census minority data records and the spatial polygon
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records. Special adjustments had to be made in the

concatenation script to account for different

alphanumeric lengths in the tract block numbering area

field.

9. Calculate the minority percentages for each block group

by selecting the "Calculate Minority Percentages for

Block Groups Command" in the Environmental Justice

Conversions menu. This script, also provided in Appendix

B, sums the total persons and calculates the

corresponding minority percentages for each block group.

10. Open the spatially referenced attribute table for the

Alachua County block groups theme. Using the Append

Tool, append the race data file (alrace.dbf) to the

Alachua block group attribute table using "blkgrp90" as

the common field.

11. Perform the same procedure for the Census Bureau poverty

files and convert the final block groups theme, which now

contains population, race, and poverty data, to a new

shape file (alenvj.shp with attribute table alenvj.dbf).
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Figure 12. Diagram of the format t ing process used on minor i ty
and low-income census data in ArcView 2 . 1 .
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Digital Route and Attribute Theme Development

The assessment routes and associated route attributes were

managed, analyzed, and displayed in a geographic information

system. The linear attributes, also known as events, were

digitally linked to the geographic location at which they occurred

by matching route measures provided in the linear event data files

and the route-system files. This linear attribute information was

then analyzed to provide the route parameters and subsequent

comparative risk factors. This section describes the process by

which the routes and attribute themes were developed.

Digital route development

The digital development of the route segments and

corresponding route-systems was carried out using dynamic

segmentation tools available in the ArcEdit® module of Arclnfo®.

Dynamic segmentation refers to the association of multiple sets of

attributes to segments of a linear feature without disturbing the

continuity of the linear feature every time one of the attributes

changes (Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc., 1991).

The route-system refers to the collections of routes which utilize

a common system of measures to identify locations along the route

(e.g., begin-post and end-post measures for the routes in this

study). The route-system development for the individual

assessment routes involved the digital linking of the road

coverage arc attribute table, the section attribute table, and the
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route attribute table. The development of the route-system was

necessary for three reasons: first, it formed the necessary route

coverage (route.road) required to form event themes in ArcView ;

second, it allowed the division of the Department of

Transportation's digital routes into the routes analyzed in this

study; and third, it provided the linear route-system measure

necessary for linking event data.

Because the assessment routes did not coincide with

Department of Transportation "Roadways," sections were required to

be divided at locations where the assessment routes changed

roadways (e.g., route Delta at the intersection of Interstate-75

and US Route 27). The dividing of the existing route sections

were accomplished using a series of ArcEdit® dynamic segmentation

commands (see Appendix C) .

Event source development

Once the assessment route-systems were established in

Arclnfo®, ArcView™ provided the capabilities of linking them with

the linear attribute data tables to form new event themes on which

analyses were performed. The series of arcs which represent the

individual routes were referenced by unique Florida Department of

Transportation identification numbers, "Roadway"; a geographic

coordinate system, Albers Conic Equal Area projection; and route

location measures, "Begin-post" and "End-post." To analyze the

route attribute parameters, a link was established between the
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route attributes, also known as event sources, and the physical

route location at which they occurred. The event sources

consisted of files containing attribute data such as maximum speed

limit, surface width, shoulder width, median width, and section

average daily traffic volume. This link was performed using the

"Add Event Theme" command provided in the View menu. Figure 15

displays the relationship between the event data table, the route

attribute table, the arc attribute table, the event theme view,

and the event theme dialog box.

Once the link was established between the linear route

attribute and the physical route theme, a new event theme was

formed which displayed the attribute as a geographically

referenced series of arcs (see Figure 16). A final step was

needed to select only those records that pertained to the

assessment route and to purge the attribute table of the

unnecessary records.

Selection of Polygon Themes

The data for spatially distributed route attributes were

stored, analyzed, and displayed as unique collections, called

themes, in a geographic information system. The attributes

included block group area, population count, population density,

minority counts and percentages, low-income counts and
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percentages, and environmentally sensitive areas. The attribute

data, depicted as digital cartographic polygons, represented input

parameters to several of the risk factors.

The selection of the attribute polygons that are located

within the analysis distance can be accomplished in a number of

ways. One method makes use of buffer and clip capabilities within

Arc/Info®. In that procedure, a route would be buffered at a

specified distance, producing a new coverage with an elliptical

shape. That buffer would then be used as a template by which to

clip the attribute polygons. The final attribute coverage would

be the same shape as the buffered route but would contain the data

of the clipped coverage. Analyses would then be performed on the

final coverage.

In another method, a line-on-polygon selection can be

performed within ArcView . In this procedure, a selector theme

can select target attribute polygons if the target polygons fall

within the specified distance of the selector theme. In the line-

on-polygon selection method, any portion of the polygon existing

within the desired distance will cause the polygon to be selected

even though the majority of the polygon is located outside the

distance.

In a similar method, and the one chosen for this study, a

two-step process determined which polygons were selected. The

procedure was accomplished by selecting target points,
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representing approximate centers of the attribute polygons,

located within the analysis distance. The selection of a point

indicated that greater than 50 percent of that attribute polygon

was located within the selection distance. The selected points

were then used in a point-in-polygon selection of the attribute

polygons.

Problems arise concerning the distribution of the attributes

within the polygons and the method by which polygons are selected.

The assumption must be made that all attributes, such as

population counts, are evenly distributed throughout the polygon

and that if the label point is within the assessment distance, a

corresponding 50 percent or more of the assessment attributes also

lie within the analysis distance. This method displays more

precision than the selection of polygons which have any portion

located within the selection distance. The error that occurs with

the selection of a block group which has the majority of its

population located outside the selection distance cancels, for the

most part, a block group which is not selected and has the

majority of its population located within the selection distance.

Customized spatial analysis scripts provided the means by

which polygons, falling within the desired distance of selected

route segments, were selected and made available for the

calculation programs (Appendix B).
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The following is a description of the methodology for

determining which block group polygons fall within five miles of

Interstate-75 in Alachua County (Figure 17).

1. In the demographic characteristic analysis view, select

the route segment corresponding to Interstate-75 in

Alachua County.

2 . Activate the regional block points and population

density themes.

3. From the Demographic Characteristics menu, select the

"Affected Population (0-5 miles)" command. The

polygons which have label points within five miles of

Interstate-75 will be selected and highlighted.

The user never sees the actual selection of the block group

points because the theme is not visible. The user sees the final

selected polygons. Figure 18 provides a view, with the point

theme visible, of the selection of block group points and polygons

within five miles of Interstate-75 in Alachua County.

Route Attribute Data Calculations

Following the selection of the attribute polygons that fell

within the analysis distance, the individual risk factor input

parameters were calculated from the attribute theme tables. This

step was performed directly on the analysis view, and parameter

results were displayed on the monitor.
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Figure 19 displays the results of the calculated poverty data for

block groups located within 10 miles of the section of Interstate-

75 located in Alachua County. An Avenue script, provided in

Appendix B, performed the calculations on the theme table and

displayed the resulting attribute summary in the dialog box.

Normalizing and Calculating Risk Factors

Following the determination of all input parameters for each

route segment in ArcView , the individual risk factors were

calculated on Microsoft Excel® spreadsheets using the derived risk

methodologies. The units between risk factors were nonequivalent,

and the risk factors' magnitudes varied greatly; thus, the factors

required normalizing before they could be combined and summarized

over each route.

To normalize each factor, individual risk factor outcomes for

each route segment were divided by the sum of all segments for all

routes and multiplied by 100. In this manner, the sum of all

segments for one risk factor equaled 100 and possessed no units.

All risk factors were evenly weighted during this process. Once

all factors for all routes were normalized, the totals for each

risk factor were summed over each route to provide a total risk

measure indicating relative risk. The lower the measure, the

lower the risk, and vice versa.
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To ensure that the risk factors were no more accurate than

the input parameters, standard rules for significant figures were

used in determining the factors. Three major rules, as described

in Garrett and Tobey (1987), ensured that the correct number of

significant figures were displayed in final results: first, if

two numbers were being added or subtracted, the input parameter

with the fewest number of decimal places determined the number of

places in the final answer (e.g., 5.2 + 1.02 = 6.2, not 6.22);

second, if two numbers were multiplied or divided, the input

number with the fewest significant digits determined the number of

significant digits in the answer (e.g., 9 x 9.0 = 80, not 8 1 ) ; and

third, if calculated numbers were used in further calculations,

one additional digit beyond the last significant figure was

retained until the final answer was obtained.

Before statements can be made concerning the statistical

soundness of a risk assessment, in-depth analyses must be

performed on direct and indirect assessment variables. A sample

of direct variables used in this study includes block group

population size, count, and location; transport lengths, speeds,

and vehicle volumes; and traffic accident locations. A sample of

the indirect variables assumed in this study includes block group

population distribution, diurnal fluctuations, and actual race and

low-income characteristics; transport times; and traffic accident

times, days, and circumstances. For this reason, it was out of

the scope of this study to analyze the uncertainties and the
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implications of those uncertainties. Therefore, the results and

conclusions provided by the study must be taken in that context.

However, a similar study performed by ICF Incorporated (1992),

which assessed the incident-free, radiological accident and the

economic consequence risks, found that the best route exhibited a

lower risk than the worst route with 95 percent confidence. That

study assumed the accident rate determination method was accurate

within 25 percent, population density within 15 percent, and

traffic count within 10 percent. If the results in the

comparative risk factor study had similar accuracy, one can

conclude the best route was statistically favorable over the worst

route.

Interactive Route Assessment

Following the determination of the risk factors in Microsoft

Excel®, the normalized factors were returned to ArcView™ for use in

an interactive routing assessment view. The analysis view allows

the selection of any portion of one or more routes, executes a

program which automatically calculates the final route figures,

and displays the results for the user in a dialog box (Figure 20).

This procedure was included in the route assessment study to

display some of the capabilities within ArcView™ which could be

used by independent organizations or decision makers for assessing

different routes or combinations of routes.
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Quantitative RADTRAN Assessment Using Route Attribute Data

The results of this study were compared against the results

of a risk assessment using the RADTRAN computer code. A RADTRAN

run was performed for each route with the corresponding route-

specific data entered into the code input file. The route-

specific roadway input variables, which were changed for each

route, included segment length, vehicle velocity, population

density, one-way traffic count, accident rate, route character

designation, and link type. All other variables were held

constant to ensure that the order of route preference was based

solely on the parameters which affected the risk factors analyzed

in this study. A summarized input file echo and selected output

file information is provided in Appendix D.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This research employed the capabilities of a geographic

information system to develop and implement route attribute

assessment tools for use in determining route comparative risk

factors. The outcomes of the risk factors were used to determine

the best-suited route, out of four choices, for the transportation

of spent nuclear fuel. The results of this study are provided in

two sections: the individual comparative risk factor results and

the combined final comparative risk measures results.

Individual Comparative Risk Factor Results

Incident-Free Radiation Exposure Factor

The incident-free radiation exposure factor was comprised of

five components, each representing a simplified measure of

radiation dose to either workers or members of the public.

Results for the individual segments, the five components which

comprise the risk factor, and the risk factor per mile for the

individual segments were determined for each route to allow

comparison and evaluation against the other routes.

For all routes, the truck crew dose measure contributed the

greatest percentage, ranging from 77 to nearly 80 percent of the

total exposure. The only other significant component in the

84
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incident-free radiation exposure factor was the dose received by

the population at truck stops.

The order in which the routes ranked according to the

incident-free radiation exposure factor, from least risk with

smallest factor to greatest risk with largest factor, included the

interstate highway route Alpha at 1.37, the combination interstate

with rural bypass route Delta at 1.64, the mostly urban highway

route Charlie at 1.85, and the completely rural highway route

Bravo at 2.08 (see Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8). The numeric values of

the factors were only proportional to the normal radiation

exposure dose on each route and, following the removal of a common

factor to simplify calculations, had no meaningful units.

Because the dose to the truck crew contributed most to the

risk factor, the combination shortest length and highest speed

resulted in the shortest travel times, causing routes Alpha and

Delta to have the lowest comparative risk.

Interestingly, the incident-free radiation exposure factor

per mile of transportation route changed the order of the last two

routes, Bravo and Charlie. Length played an important part in

this factor; however, when routes were compared on a per-length

basis and vehicle average speeds were similar, the effect of the

larger population density pushed the risk for route Charlie higher

than route Bravo.
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The incident-free exposure risk factor, for the most part, is

influenced by transport time; routes with the shortest travel

time, in general, are the best routes.

Radiological Accident Population Exposure Factor

The product of the accident probability and the potentially

exposed population density provided the factor for gauging the

risks associated with a transportation accident followed by a

release of radioactive materials. The risk factor results for

each route segment, the total risk factor, and the total risk

factor per mile of route were determined for each route.

According to the radiological accident population risk

factor, the order in which the routes ranked, from least risk with

smallest factor to greatest risk with largest factor, included the

interstate highway route Alpha at 1.6E-04, the completely rural

highway route Bravo at 1.9E-04, the combination interstate with

rural bypass route Delta at 2.0E-4, and the mostly urban highway

route Charlie at 5.2E-04 (Tables 9, 10, 11, and 12).

Both the population density and the accident probability

played equal roles in the radiological accident risk factor.

However, as was evident from the factor results, the route

characterized by the lowest population density does not,

necessarily mean it exhibits the least risk. For example, route

Bravo had the lowest population density within ,five miles but was

second in the ranking behind route Alpha.
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When selecting the affected block group polygons for

successive route segments, an overlap of selected polygons was

observed at the ends of the route segments. For this reason, the

risk factor also was determined for the composite route. The

composite route represented the assessment route not separated

into smaller segments and was determined by using the entire route

as the selector theme in the process of selecting attribute

polygons that fell within the assessment distance. The composite

risk factor analyses were performed to check what effects, if any,

the polygon selection overlaps had on the relative magnitude of

the risk factors. For the composite radiological accident risk

factor, the rankings of the routes remained the same, with the

order Alpha, Bravo, Delta, and Charlie.

As seen with the incident-free radiation exposure factor,

when calculating the risk-factor-per-mile figures route Alpha and

route Bravo exchanged places, indicating if the two routes were

the same length, the rural highway route Bravo would have been

favored.

Nonradiolocrical Accident Risk Factor

The traffic fatality accident probability was the sole

indicator of the nonradiological accident risk factor. This

factor compared routes based on the probability of the transport

truck being involved in a fatal accident. The order in which the

routes ranked for this factor included route Alpha at 8.6E-7,
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route Charlie at 1.6E-6, route Delta at 1.8E-6, and route Bravo at

3.5E-6 (see Tables 13, 14, 15, and 16).

The order of results, with the interstate route Alpha and the

urban highways route Charlie finishing first and second, came as a

surprise. The interstate highway, displaying the highest numeric

quantity of vehicular fatality accidents and the highest speed

limits, was the best route for the accident risk factor. The low

accident probability resulted from the large traffic volumes which

traveled the route and, thus, lowered the accident rate per

vehicle-mile traveled (accident rate = number of route fatality

accidents divided by the product of total vehicles that traveled

on the route and the route length).

Also, what may seem as a surprise, the mostly urban highway

route Charlie finished second ahead of the rural route Bravo.

This occurred despite the heavy traffic volume and the large

quantity of general vehicle accidents. However, the sections that

were urban had low speed limits and the suburban parts were mostly

four-lane highways. This combination, slow speed and four-lanes,

kept fatality accidents down. On the other hand, route Bravo

consisted of mostly two-lane rural highways, 55-mph speed limits,

and small traffic volumes, thus subjecting drivers to a wide open

roadway on which the probability of fatality accidents increased.

As expected, the risk factor per mile of transportation route

remained the same since accident rates varied more than route

length.
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Environmentally Sensitive Areas Risk Factor

The percentage area classified as environmentally sensitive

(by this study's definitions) represented the consequence term in

this risk factor. The product of percentage area and the

corresponding accident probability, summed over all the route

segments, established the comparative risk measure. The order in

which the routes ranked for this factor included route Alpha at

7.0E-6, route Delta at 7.1E-6, route Charlie at 1.4E-5, and route

Bravo at 3.8E-5 (see Tables 17, 18, 19, and 20).

In comparing the composite route results, the order of the

routes remained the same--Alpha, Delta, Charlie, and Bravo. Even

though route Delta displayed a percentage of environmentally

sensitive areas that was nearly half that for route Alpha, the

lower accident rate and length made route Alpha the favorable

route. •

The results of the risk factor on a per mile basis reversed

the order of the first two routes--Delta and Alpha--meaning that

if the interstate route was not the shorter route, route Delta

would have been favored.

Environmental Justification for Minorities Risk Factor

The product of route accident probability and percentage of

population classified as minority comprised the environmental

justification for minority populations risk factor. The minority

percentages were determined for block groups located within 10
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miles of the assessment routes. The risk factor was calculated

for individual route segments, the composite route, and for the

route segments per mile of travel.

The order in which the routes ranked for the environmental

justice for minorities risk factor included route Alpha at 1.8E-5,

route Charlie at 3.IE-5, route Delta at 3.4E-5, and route Bravo at

4.3E-5 (see Tables 21, 22, 23, and 24).

According to minority percentages only, route Bravo would

have been first and route Alpha last; however, to cause adverse

human health effects, as defined by Executive Order 12898, a

transportation accident that resulted in the release of

radionuclides into the atmosphere would have had to occur. For

this reason, the accident probability was included in the risk

factor and subsequently caused route Bravo to be the least

favorable route and route Alpha, with the lowest accident

probability, most favorable. The same route order occurred when

based on the risk factor per mile, suggesting if the routes were

of even length, route Alpha still would have been favored.

As was seen in the composite route analyses for the

environmentally sensitive areas risk factor, routes Charlie and

Delta switched places because the sum of the risk factors for the

segments was not equivalent to the product of the average accident

rate and minority percentage.
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Environmental Justification for the Low-Income Risk Factor

The route order of finish for the environmental justification

for the low-income risk factor was the same as for the

environmental justice for minorities risk factor. The risk

factors included route Alpha at 1.7E-5, route Charlie at 3.0E-5,

route Delta at 3.0E-5, and route Bravo at 6.3E-5 (see Tables 21,

22, 23, and 24) .

Combined Final Comparative Risk Measures Results

The six factors that were utilized in this study to assess

the relative risks on four different routes included measures of

incident-free radiation exposure risk, radiological accident

population exposure risk, nonradiological accident risk,

environmentally sensitive areas risk, environmental justice for

minority populations risk, and environmental justice for low-

income populations risk. The six comparative risk factors were

determined for each roadway segment and summed over individual

routes to allow comparison of each factor between routes (Table

25). Since the risk factors have neither equivalent magnitudes

nor units, they can be used only to compare routes on an

individual factor basis and not as a cumulative risk measure. The

factors were normalized to allow summation of the six risk factors

over each route. Once the factors were normalized, the six

factors were summed across each route to establish a cumulative

risk measure (Table 26).
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The results of the cumulative risk measures, with the lowest

measure number indicating least risk and the highest risk measure

indicating greatest risk, include the following: the interstate

highway, route Alpha, had the least risk with a measure of 85; the

combination interstate highway with rural highway bypass, route

Delta, was next with a risk measure of 114; the mostly urban

highway, route Charlie, followed with a risk measure of 162; and

the rural highway, route Bravo, was last with a measure of 238

(Figure 21).

Based on the application of six comparative risk factors on

four North-Central Florida transportation routes, this study

showed the best route was the interstate route Alpha and the worst

route was the rural highway route Bravo. Three of the risk

factors resulted in the same order of preference--nonradiological

accident and the two environmental justice factors--indicating the

strong dependence and importance of the transportation accident

probability (Table 27).

Comparison to Quantitative RADTRAN Assessment

The computer code RADTRAN was utilized to assess the

quantitative risks associated with transporting spent nuclear fuel

over the four assessment routes. RADTRAN provided the risks,

measured in person-rem, for both incident-free transportation and

radiological accident situations.

The order in which the routes ranked, according to risk

assessment results for incident-free transportation, included

route Alpha with 3.3E-2 person-rem, route Delta with 3.5E-2
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person-rem, route Charlie with 4.OE-2 person-rem, and route Bravo

with 4.2E-2 person-rem (Table 28). The order in which the routes

ranked, according to the radiological accident results, included

route Alpha with 8.9E-8 person-rem, route Bravo with 9.3E-8

person-rem, route Delta with 1.1E-7 person-rem, and route Charlie

with 3.1E-7 person-rem (Table 28). The order in which the routes

ranked for both incident-free and radiological accident risk

measures were exactly the same as the results in the comparative

risk-factor-based assessment (Figure 22).



Table 5. Incident-free radiation exposure factor for route Alpha.

Route segment

(Roadway-ID)

ID

36210000

26260000

29180000

Population
density

(people/mi2)

P

171.7

2 70.9

102.9

Length of

segment

(miles)
L

33.31
35.21

14.74

Average

speed

(mph)

V

63 .0
6 0 . 1
65 .0

Distance between
opposing lanes
of traffic (ft)

0

96.0
103.2

96.0

Conversion
factor C2

c2
4.27E-04
3. 93E-04
4.27E-04

Average
traffic count
(vehicles/hr)

T

909.8
794 .1
579 .0

Vehicle
separation

distance V/T

S

365.8
399.7

592.7

Conversion
factor C3

c3
9.12E-06
8.52E-06
5.79E-06

Table 5. (continued)

Route segment

(Roadway-ID)

36210000

26260000

29180000

Total Factor
Percentage

C1 - constant

Surrounding
population

factor

0.00617

0.01079

0.00159

0.01855

1.4

6.8E-05

Vehicles in
opposite
direction

factor
0.00325
0.00304
0.00086
0.00716

0 . 5

Vehicles
in same

direction
factor

0.00100
0.00087
0.00010
0.00198

0 . 1

Route total
Route total

Truck crew
factor

0.423

0.469
0.181

1.073
78.4

comparison
comparison

Truck
stops
factor

0.106
0.117

0.045

0.268

19.6

factor
factor

"D"

Total factor
0.54

0.60

0.23

1.37

100

_

per mile =

Total factor
per mile in

route segment

0.016
0.017

0.016

1.37

0.016

Percentage

39.4

43.9

16.8

100

D=(PL/V)*C1 + (LT/V
2)*C2 +(LT

2/V3)*C3 + 0.8*L/V + 0.2*L/V
VD



Table 6. Incident-free radiation exposure factor for route Bravo.

Route Segment
(Roadway-ID)

ID

29020000

31050000

34020000

34050000

34539000

36150000

36570000

Population

Density
(people/mi2)

P

84.2

31.5

44.9

12.0

26.8

99.8

131.8

Length of
Segment
(miles)

L

18.867

20.794

7.830

26.670

8.910

16.600

9.200

Average
Speed

(mph)

V

53.5

53.4

54.1

53.6

55.0

49.9

51.3

Distance Between
Opposing Lanes
of Traffic (ft)

0

12.4

12.0

12.0

62.1

12.0

12.6

12.0

Conversion

factor C2

c2
4.24E-03

4.39E-03

4.39E-03

6.95E-04

4.39E-03

4.16E-03

4.39E-03

Average

Traffic Count

(vehicles/hr)

T

66.91

30.04

59.45

76 .43

68.75

83.58

83 .58

Vehicle

Separation
Distance V/T

S

4220

9387

4802

3703

4224

3151

3241

Conversion
factor C3

c3
4.06E-09

1.30E-13

1.27E-09

1.14E-08

4.02E-09

'3.45E-08

2.88E-08

Table 6. (continued)

Route Segment
(Roadway-ID)

C! = constant

D=(PL/V)*C! +

Surrounding
Population

Factor

Vehicles in

Opposite

Direction
Factor

Vehicles
in Same

Direction
Factor

Truck Crew

Factor

Truck
Stops
Factor

"D"
Total Factor

Total Factor
per mile in

route
segment Percentage

29020000

31050000

34020000

34050000

34539000

36150000

36570000

Total Factor

Percentage

0.0020

0.0008

0.0004

0.0004

0.0003

0.0023

0.0016

0.0079

0.4

0.0019

0.0010

0.0007

0.0005

0.0009

0.0023

0.0013

0.0085

0.4

2.24E-09

1.60E-14

2.22E-10

1.16E-08

1.02E-09

3.22E-08

1.37E-08

6.10E-08

0.000

0.282

0.311

0.116

0.398

0.130

0.266

0.143

1.647

79.4

0.071

0.078

0.029

0.100

0.032

0.067

0.036

0.412

19.8

0.36

0.39

0.15

0.50

0.16

0.34

0.18

2.08

100

0.019

0.019

0.019

0.019

0.018

0.020

0.020

17.2

18.8

7.0

24.0

7.9

16.3

8.8

100

6.8E-05

(LT/V2) *C2 +(LT2/V3)*C3

Route total comparison factor =

Route total comparison factor per mile

0.8*L/V + .0.2*L/V

2 . 0 8

0.019

Ui



Table 7. Incident-free radiation exposure factor

Route segment
(Roadway-ID)

ID

26010000

26020000

26260000

29180000

36001000

36010000

36030000

36570000

Population
density

(people/mi2)

P

571.6

621.8

66.4

102.9

277.8

577.3

716.4

253.0

Length of
segment
(miles)

L

17.51

13.15

9.02

14.74

20.62

10.27

2.52

7.91

Average
speed
(mph)

V

48.6

51.7

65.0

65.0

54.5

50.7

49.9

45.0

Distance
between

opposing lanes
oE traffic (ft)

O

58.05

75.02

96.00

96.00

64.00

68.04

59.77

12.00

for route

Conversion l
factor C,

c2
7.50E-04

5.63E-04

4.27E-04

4.27E-04

6.72E-04

6.28E-04

7.26E-04

4.39E-03

Charlie.

Average
traffic count
(vehicles/hr)

T

320.2

330.8

684.9

579.0

296.3

595.5

200.0

137.5

Vehicle
separation

distance V/T

S

800.5

824.7

501.1

592.7

971.4

449.9

1316.5

1728.0

Convers ion

factor C3

c3
3.82E-06

3.64E-06

6.95E-06

5.79E-06

2.71E-06

7.71E-06

1.36E-06

5.96E-07

Table 7. (continued)

Route segment

(Roadway-ID)

Ct = constant

D=(PL/V)*C, +

Surrounding

population

factor

Vehicles in

opposite

direction

factor

Vehicles

in Same

direction

factor

Truck Total factor

Truck crew stops "D" per mile in

factor factor Total factor route segment Percentage

26010000

26020000

26260000

29180000

36001000

36010000

36030000

36570000

Total Factor

Percentage

0.0140

0.0108

0.0006

0.0016

0.0071

0.0079

0.0025

0.0030

0.0476

2 . 6

0.0018

0.0009

0.0006

0.0009

0.0014

0.0015

0.0001

0.0024

0.0096

0 . 5

5

3

1

1

3

2

1

9

5

.99E-05

.79E-05

.07E-04

.04E-04

.03E-05

.15E-04

.10E-06

.78E-07

.56E-04

0.03

0.289

0.204

0.111

0.181

0.303

0.162

0.040

0.141

1.430

77.5

0.072

0.051

0.028

0.045

0.076

0.040

0.010

0.035

0.357

19.4

0.38

0.27

0.14

0.23

0.39

0.21

0.05

0.18

1.85

100

0.022

0.020

0.016

0.016

0.019

0.021

0.021

0.023

20.4

14.4

7 . 6

12.4

21.0

11.5

2 . 9

9 . 8

100

6.8E-05

(LT/V2)*C2 +(LT
2/V3)*C3

Route total comparison factor =

Route total comparison factor per mile

0.8*L/V + 0.2*L/V

1.85

0.019



Table 8. Incident-free radiation exposure factor for route Delta.

Route segment
(Roadway-ID)

ID

26030000

29030000

29180000

34010000

34040000

36070000

36210000

Population
density

(people/mi2)

P

64.3

73.5

158.4

77.4

73.8

233.7

371.3

Length of
segment
(miles)

L

28.255

10.192

8.902

3.410

7.320

17.907

12.857

Average
speed
(mph)

V

5 2 . 1

5 4 . 5

6 5 . 0

4 8 . 8

5 2 . 8

5 4 . 5

61.0

Distance
between

opposing lanes
of traffic (ft)

0

12.8

13.1

96.0

16.5

12.1

22.0

96.0

Conversion
factor C2

c2
4.08E-03

3.99E-03

4.27E-04

3.07E-03

4.34E-03

2.23E-03

4.27E-04

Average
traffic count
(vehicles/hr)

T

56.3

60.4

562.6

134.7

61.4

170.7

1021.4

Vehicle
separation
distance

V/T

S

4890

4760

6 1 0

1911

4540

1687

3 1 5

Conversion
factor C,

c3
1.06E-09

1.37E-09

5.59E-06

4.13E-07

2.14E-09

6.47E-07

1.01E-05

Table 8. (continued)

Route segment
(Roadway-ID)

Surrounding
population

factor

Vehicles in
opposite
direction

factor

Vehicles
in same

direction
factor

Truck crew
factor

Truck
stops

Total
factor per

mile in
route

factor Total factor segment Percentage
26030000

29030000

29180000

34010000

34040000

36070000

36210000

Total Factor
Percentage

0.0024

0.0009

0.0015

0.0004

0.0007

0.0052

0.0053

0.0164

1 . 0

0.0024

0.0008

0.0005

0.0006

0.0007

0.0023

0.0015

0.0088

0 . 5

6.70E-10

3.16E-10

5.74E-05

2.20E-07.

4.01E-10

2.08E-06

5.97E-04

6.57E-04

0.04

0.434

0.150

0.110

0.056

0.111

0.263

0.169

1.291

78.7

0.108

0.037

0.027

0.014

0.028

0.066

0. 042

0.323

19.7

0.547

0.189

0.139

0.071

0.140

0.336

0.218

1.640

1 0 0

0.019

0.019

0.016

0.021

0.019

0.019

0.017

3 3

12

8

4
9

2 0

13

1 0 0

Route total comparison factor =
Route total comparison factor per mileCx = constant 6.8E-05

D=(PL/V)*C1 + (LT/V2)*C2 +(LT2/V3)*C3 + 0.8*L/V + 0.2*L/V

1.64

0.018
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